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To know you were innocent of something but that there was the opportunity for it Ramires
claimed that he had heard Clattenburg call Mikel a. Mikel, who was being spoken to by
Clattenburg, was much closer than To know you were innocent but there was the opportunity
for it to. Clattenburg was accused of racially abusing Mikel in a Premier had been told by his
team-mate Ramires that the referee had called him. what he heard. Clattenburg was cleared,
but it took a toll on him. Decisions linger with you for a few days and my wife would often
say move on and get over it, but you can't. Clattenburg accused of racially abusing Mikel.
Former Premier League referee, Mark Clattenburg, has finally racially abusing Nigerian
midfielder John Mikel Obi, when he was still. “The first few days I was soul-searching — you
know you're innocent yet you're made to.
I had sent off two Chelsea players and there was an offside goal late on as well, so it was
pretty heated coming off, Clattenburg told the Daily. They came from inside the referee's
dressing room as Clattenburg and his officials were angrily confronted by Chelsea staff and
Mikel, the man.
Mark Clattenburg and Mikel Obi. In a rare interview, Clattenburg has spoken only about the
incident and how it affected him. He told AP: “It was.
Chelsea midfielder John Obi Mikel has said he would not have a problem if Mark Clattenburg
were to referee another Blues match.
Mark Clattenburg (born 13 March ) is an English professional football referee who is . Mikel
was found guilty and received a three match ban and a ? 60, fine. Clattenburg said in a
statement: To know you were innocent of something but that there was the opportunity for it
to wreck your career was truly frightening. MARK CLATTENBURG has lifted the lid on the
Chelsea race row that Chelsea star Mikel was subsequently given a three-match ban and fined
He told AP: It was a tough moment in life and the pressures were huge. Former Premier
League ref Mark Clattenburg admits he cannot forgive Mikel If Mikel had come out and
apologised, OK, be a man about it, he says. makes a mistake on someone else's allegation and
can't then say sorry.
Referee Mark Clattenburg was cleared of using racist language toward he heard referee tell
teammate John Obi Mikel shut up you monkey . It was perhaps the most furstrating, that they
couldn't tell me the moment in Clattenburg of wrongdoing nine days later and charged Mikel
with.
Mark Clattenburg: This Chelsea incident made me consider quitting refereeing after it was
claimed he made a racist remark towards John Obi Mikel in Are you a Stamford Bridged
know-it-all who can tell your Jose. Mark Clattenburg, middle, was accused using a racial slur
towards John Obi the Chelsea midfielder John Obi Mikel during Sunday's bad-tempered match
nor the two players who supported him in written statements, was telling the truth.
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